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Abstract. The introduction of mobile devices into wireless 
sensor network systems has attracted significant attention in 
recent years. Mobile devices can provide a bridging mechanism 
to connect geographically separated sensor networks, forming a 
global coverage sensing network. However, effective techniques 
for organizing multiple mobile devices and supporting 
coordinated sensor-data sharing have not yet been established. 
This paper presents two Coordinated Query Processing 
mechanisms, CQP-1 and CQP-2. Simulation studies indicate the 
potential for significant energy savings with the proposed 
techniques. 
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1   Introduction 
A wireless sensor network (WSN) refers to a large 

collection of spatially distributed sensor nodes with 
sensing, computation, and communication capabilities. 
The deployment of sensor networks opens a “window to 
the world,” allowing for sensor-data collection and data 
fusion for area monitoring, object or event tracking, etc. 
One unique characteristic of such networks is that sensors 
pose a severe constraint on design issues such as energy, 
communication, computation, and data storage [2,3,4].  
Generally, sensor nodes are powered by batteries. This 
constrained energy-supply property results in energy 
conservation becoming a critical system design 
consideration. Furthermore, sensor nodes are mostly 
equipped with relatively limited memory capacity and 
slower processing units, which restricts data management 
and processing capabilities. Finally, in terms of 
communication, data is normally transmitted in a multi-
hop fashion. Thus, acquisition of sensor data requires the 
activation (and hence energy consumption) of target 
sensors, as well as those sensors along the transmission 
path. As a consequence, sensor networks are normally 
designed to serve local sensing queries only. Remote and 
global querying is generally unsupported. 

In contrast to resource-limited sensor networks, 
wireless mobile networks have significantly relaxed 
power constraints; and mobile objects (also referred to as 
mobile devices or mobile nodes) can support large 
memory and fast processors. Various communication 
technologies, including Cellular, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, and 
Bluetooth, have been recently developed for connecting 
billions of mobile products, such as PDAs, cell phones, 
laptops, and cars [3,5,9]. 

Inspired by the above facts, recent research has 
begun to exploit the interplay between mobile objects and 
static sensor nodes. Thus, the concept of multi-tier 

networks, with mobile objects at the “higher” level and 
sensor nodes at the “lower” level, has been proposed. The 
mobile devices can be regarded as an overlay network on 
an existing sensor-level network. This will enable a 
heterogeneous design space that can offset the stringent 
resource and power constraints encountered in traditional 
static sensor networks by taking advantage of the 
mobility and communication flexibility of the mobile 
objects. The mobile-object level also provides a bridge to 
connect individual sensor networks into a global sensing 
net. 

1.1 Remote Query Processing 

One class of applications ideally suited for such 
multi-tier networks is remote sensing. For example, (1) 
before starting on a particular driving trip, learning 
beforehand the traffic load can help us wisely choose our 
best route, and (2) at the start of lunch time, querying for 
the open-table status at a selection of eating locations can 
cut our waiting time significantly. An architectural 
example is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that although 
mobile objects and sensor nodes are physically located in 
the same two-dimensional coordinate system, we 
logically classify mobile objects as being in the “upper” 
layer, and sensor nodes as being in the “lower” layer.  

 

Figure 1. A heterogeneous two-layer design 

In the figure, a query q is generated, targeted at some 
remote region QR. If only the sensor network layer exists, 
the query would be injected into the sensor layer 
immediately, to the sensor node SA in this example. SA 
will then route the query through some intermediate 
sensors to the remote query region. Query results can then 
be routed back in a similar way, provided that sensor 
nodes are globally connected [1,16]. Another option, 
thanks to the employment of the two layer design, is to 
pass the query to a mobile object, MA in this example. MA 
can then route the query through the upper layer mobile 
network. At some point, a mobile object, MD in this 



  

example, receives this query and finds itself close enough 
to the target query region so that it can inject the query. 
This option not only achieves a global querying objective 
without requiring sensors to be globally connected, but it 
also reduces sensor node energy consumption by using 
mobile objects to support query (and query result) routing. 
Intuitively, such savings will be more pronounced when 
the query generator is farther away from the query region. 

Extensive research effort has been engaged with this 
remote query processing topic. Problems such as how the 
query should be generated; how to make mobile routing 
efficient; how to choose an injecting mobile object; and 
how sensors should reply to the query injections, have 
been studied [14]. Many questions have been answered 
regarding this remote query processing topic. However, 
most previous research focuses only on the processing of 
one single query, while in practice there are likely to be 
many concurrent remote queries in the multi-tier 
networks considered here. 

1.2 Multiple Remote Query Processing 

A high-level application scenario is illustrated in 
Figure 2. Mobile object M1 is handling a query targeted at 
sensor data within the region labeled RQ1.  Similarly, 
there can be other mobile objects that are also 
concurrently interested in specific regions of the sensor 
field – for example, M2 and M3 are handling queries for 
regions RQ2 and RQ3, respectively.  

 
Figure 2. Multiple remote queries 

One fundamental problem for multiple remote 
queries processing that has not yet been well investigated 
is how to effectively coordinate individual mobile objects 
with respect to their individually issued remote queries. 
Note that a key problem is how to coordinate the sensor-
data requests (queries actually) in a way that minimizes 
interactions with sensors and thus conserves sensor-node 
energy. This can be especially challenging, but of 
significant value, in the context of applications that 
impose high-volume data-retrieval requests. 

In this paper, we begin to define and study potential 
coordination mechanisms for the multiple remote queries 
processing problem. We begin with a baseline naïve 
approach, Naïve Query Processing (NQP), where no 
coordination is considered. Later, two more mechanisms 
are proposed which do allow mobile objects to cooperate 
with each other to gather and share sensor data. The first 
one, which we call Level-1 Coordinated Query 

Processing (CQP-1), resembles the traditional publish-
and-subscribe mechanism and explores query-query (Q-Q) 
overlapping. The second one, which we call Level-2 
Coordinated Query Processing (CQP-2), takes a totally 
different approach. It leverages mobile object-query (M-Q) 
overlapping. For example, M3 and RQ1 in Figure 2 form a 
mobile object-query overlapping – M3 is currently located 
within the query region associated with RQ1. Thus, there 
is an opportunity for Level-2 cooperation between M3 and 
M1, since M1 is the mobile object with direct interest in 
RQ1. 

2   Fundamentals and NQP 
Regarding query origination, we consider all queries 

as if they are mobile-object generated. Any non-mobile 
object generated queries will eventually be handled by a 
mobile object (Figure 1). Further, we assume that the 
queries of concern are “one-shot” queries, meaning that a 
mobile device only requires a one-time query result rather 
than some on-going, continuous retrieval of information 
from the query region [6,12,13,14]. Formally, we can 
represent a query q by a 6–tuple:  
 

q = (Q_ID, M_ID, IT, CL, QR, ERL),  
where Q_ID is an identifier for the query; M_ID is the 
identity of the source mobile device that generates this 
query; IT and CL represent, respectively, the issue time 
and current location (x-y coordinate position) of the 
source mobile device when this query is generated; QR 
(Query Region) is the region of interest for the mobile 
device; and ERL (Expected Response Limit) denotes a 
time limit expressing how long the query issuer is willing 
to wait to receive the query response. 

2.1 Naïve Query Processing 
When multiple remote queries are generated in the 

system, the simplest way is to handle them in a purely 
distributed fashion, so that each mobile object, and 
consequently each issued query, is handled independently. 
For example, mobile object M1 (from Figure 2) would 
route its query within the mobile network to the remote 
query region RQ1 to retrieve sensor readings of interest. 
In this sense, mobile objects gather desired data strictly 
for themselves. Details of how to retrieve sensor data 
individually have been well studied in previous work 
[11,14]. Although this approach responds very fast, for 
query regions such as RQ1 and RQ2, which overlap, it is 
not efficient to interpret and service the queries 
independently, since this would involve redundant sensor 
data retrieval and thus increase consumption of sensor 
node energy. Over time, sensors in areas with frequent 
sensor reading retrievals (“hot area” nodes) will die first, 
resulting in the disconnection of the whole network. To 
avoid this problem, it is desirable for M1 and M2 to share 
common-interest sensor data. This requires mobile 
objects to have some knowledge of each other, and of 
each other’s interests (in the form of queries). Apparently, 
some form of central authority is needed to provide such 
knowledge. 



  

3   Q-Q Overlapping and CQP-1 
3.1 Query-Query Overlapping 

The central authority we employ in this study is a 
server named the Interest-Management Server (IMS). 
Note that although we called it a server, it may be 
actually implemented as a group of brokers [15], as in 
contemporary distributed architectures. When a mobile 
object generates a query, the mobile object directs the 
query to the IMS. Using the terminology from traditional 
publish and subscribe mechanisms, we can say that the 
mobile object subscribes its interest. The IMS server will 
then manage the mobile devices’ interests (queries) and 
explore potential cooperation opportunities. The IMS can 
identify two forms of potential cooperation opportunities: 
(1) Q-Q overlapping, as will be discussed below, and (2) 
M-Q overlapping, which will be presented in Section 4.1. 

The basic idea of Q-Q overlapping is quite 
straightforward. RQ1 and RQ2 in Figure 2 illustrate an 
example. This form of overlapping shows that mobile 
objects M1 and M2 share some common interest, and 
implies opportunities for cooperation. Thus we group 
those mobile objects in one special purpose group, which 
we call a Common Interest Group (CIG). To efficiently 
measure such overlapping, we use the sensor clustering 
technique [8,10]. In brief, our criterion leverages the 
geographical partition of the monitored region by sensor 
clusters. Those mobile devices whose query regions 
overlap with the coverage region defined by a particular 
cluster will be grouped together and formed into a 
common interest group. This paper does not cover the 
actual clustering process and the algorithms to calculate 
cluster sizes [8,10], which depends heavily on the 
particular applications under concern. 

Definition: CIGJ is the common interest group 
associated with some cluster J. CIGJ = {mobile devices, 
mi | ∃ qik∈Qi and QRik I CRJ ≠∅ } 

Note that we have relaxed and enlarged the common 
interest definition. Two queries may not actually overlap 
physically with each other, but if they both overlap with 
the same cluster, we still consider this as a case of Q-Q 
overlapping. Figure 3 illustrates this idea. In the figure, 
the four big circles represent the four mobile devices’ 
query regions. Based on the CIG definition, mobile 
devices x, y, and z are elements of CIGJ since their query 
regions overlap with cluster J’s coverage region. 
Associated with each group there are two important 
attributes: (1) group address, which is a unique 
communication identifier reserved for multicasting to the 
group members; and (2) cluster ID, which is the ID for 
the cluster that is associated with this group, i.e., group 
address for CIGK is GAK and the cluster ID for CIGK is 
CK;  

3.2 Level-1 Coordinated Query Processing 

CQP-1 exploits query correlations and the existing 
and growing communication capability associated with 
modern mobile devices. Members of the same common 
interest group communicate for the purpose of sharing 

sensor-data information. When a mobile device obtains 
sensor data from sensors of an intended query region, that 
mobile device will publish this data to peers that belong 
to the same group, i.e., to other mobile devices with a 
common interest in this sensor data. This will 
successfully avoid the expense associated with each 
mobile device needing to individually acquire data from 
sensors. Consequently, this sharing will save considerable 
energy for the sensor nodes.  

    
Figure 3. Clusters, query regions and groups 

Remember that mobile objects will subscribe their 
interest by a form of query to the interest-management 
server, expecting to participate in the coordinated query 
processing system and receive cooperation help. Those 
subscription messages can then be utilized by the server 
to perform the action of joining the mobile device to one 
or more groups according to the device’s specified query 
region, thus allowing for future coordination. The server 
checks for any overlap between the query’s query region 
(QR) and the sensor clusters’ coverage regions (CRs) to 
determine if the sensor deployment includes sensors 
within the query region. If there is no such overlap – due 
to low sensor-density or very small query regions – the 
query cannot be served and a failure message will be 
returned to the mobile device. This is simply due to the 
fact that the query region is not covered by any sensors. 
But, if there is such overlap, the server identifies those 
common interest groups associated with the overlapped 
clusters and adds the current subscribing mobile device to 
those common interest groups. Finally, a CQP-1 
Instruction Message – containing the group addresses 
and the corresponding coverage regions for those 
identified common interest groups – will be sent to the 
mobile device. A pseudo-code description of the server’s 
responsibility for processing CQP-1 for mobile devices is 
given in Figure 4. The mobile object’s protocol is 
summarized in Figure 7. 

 

I

∃

 

Figure 4. Server logic in response to query reception 



  

Once a mobile device joins a group, it has the 
potential to become involved in CQP-1 cooperation 
among those group members, either by receiving sensor 
data from peer members or sending such data. Referring 
to Figure 3 again, we can easily understand that within 
common interest group CIGJ, if mobile object My obtains 
the information about CIGJ’s common interest, it will 
share its observation with all of the CIGJ’s group 
members by a form of CQP-1 Date-Share Message, 
which in this case will multicast the information to Mx 
and Mz. This multicast can be easily and efficiently 
implemented given the common infrastructure, for 
example, cellular-based networks supporting the mobile 
objects.  

4   M-Q Overlapping and CQP-2 

4.1 Mobile Object-Query Overlapping 

The M-Q overlapping is similar with Q-Q 
overlapping in that we also use the sensor clustering 
technique to determine actual overlaps. An M-Q 
overlapping occurs when a mobile object M locates 
nearby, or even within, a query region Q established by 
another mobile object at the time that M issues its own 
query. Strictly speaking, if M and Q overlap with the 
same cluster, then M and Q form an M-Q overlapping. 
Mobile object mw and query RQx in Figure 3 illustrate 
such a case where mw locates within CJ and RQx overlaps 
with CJ. 

4.2 Level-2 Coordinated Query Processing 

To further explore the potential cooperation behavior 
among multiple mobile objects, CQP-2 is designed. The 
CQP-2 processing is an interesting behavior. The 
principle behind it is based on the observation that mobile 
devices can efficiently obtain local knowledge regarding 
sensor nodes that are in close proximity (without needing 
to route queries or query results in the network). With the 
help of the subscribe process, such local knowledge can 
be of great value to our cooperation mechanism. To 
actually take advantage of this local knowledge, every 
time a mobile device mD subscribes – by directing a query 
to the interest-management server – we identify those 
groups that share an interest in sensor data associated 
with mD’s current location. Then mobile device mD can 
publish its locally-obtained sensor data to the mobile 
devices belonging to those groups. Note that in CQP-2 
the mobile object that provides local sensor data does not 
belong to the same groups as mobile objects that receive 
this data. For example, mobile object mw in Figure 3 has 
the potential of providing CQP2 cooperation – in this case, 
providing sensor data from region RQx to mobile object 
mx. 

Figure 5 elaborates the steps that define the CQP-2 
cooperation processing. Step 1 is the initial sending of a 
query to the server as a subscription. In Step 2, the server 
will check if the Current Location (contained in the 
subscription message as attribute CL) associated with this 
mobile device belongs to any group’s coverage region. 
Current information on existing coverage regions is 

stored in the server’s cluster scheme database. If not, no 
CQP-2 cooperation can be performed. Otherwise, since 
the mobile device is within the coverage region of an 
existing group, for example CIGP, the server can perform 
an CQP2 cooperation for CIGP as follows: First, the 
server will respond with an CQP2 Instruction Message 
(Step 3) that contains the group address, GAP, of CIGP, 
thus establishing a temporary member-group relationship 
between the subscripting mobile device and CIGP. In 
response to receiving this message, the mobile device will 
retrieve sensor data from the cluster head of Cluster Cp 
(Step 4) and multicast this updated data to members in 
CIGP (Step 5). This multicasting, or transmitting, of 
updated data is achieved by sending an CQP2 Data-
Share Message to the group address GAP, established 
in Step 3. In response to receiving such a message, each 
mobile device can then extract from the aggregated data 
the specific information that is important to their own 
query region, assuming a lossless compression scheme 
for sensor data-aggregation technology is employed and 
the original data can be reconstructed [7]. 

 
Figure 5. CQP-2 coordination 

 

After the mobile device provides updated 
information for its temporary group, the temporary 
member-group relationship is removed. A pseudo-code 
description of the server’s responsibility for processing 
CQP2 for subscribing mobile devices is given in Figure 6. 
 

∈
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Figure 6. Server logic for CQP-2 coordination 

5   Query Expiration & Mobile Protocol 
5.1 Query Expiration 

So far we have seen two cooperation approaches for 
mobile objects to receive desired sensor data: CQP-1 and 
CQP-2. Remember that the ERL (Expected Response 
Limit) defines a time limit for the query result retrieval. A 
natural question is what happens if the coordination 
system cannot return a query response within that limit - 
how can we handle such a query expiration event? 



  

Definition: The query expiration event for a query qij 
occurs at time ITij+ERLij, in the case that qij does not 
receive any query response before ITij+ERLij. 

A simple and naïve way to handle such a situation is 
for the query issuer to simply accept that this particular 
query fails and maybe later regenerate a new identical or 
similar query if the sensor data is still of interest. 
Alternatively, the mobile object can give up the 
coordinated query processing system, and instead handle 
the query independently. That is, the mobile object will 
route the query and then inject the query. Note that this 
solution forces us to retreat to our starting point of 
viewing the whole architecture in a pure distributed way 
and process each query individually, as discussed in 
Section 1. We call this back-up measure “Query Injection 
(QI)”. The query injection means actual interactions 
between a mobile object and sensor nodes. Since we are 
trying to minimize such interactions, we would like to 
reduce the probability of using QI. 

5.2 Mobile Object Protocol 

With the server-side protocols summarized in Figure 
5 and Figure 6, we can now show how mobile devices 
would behave. Figure 7 summarizes the event-driven 
protocol for mobile objects.  

Upon receiving remote sensor data retrieval requirement
          Generate a query and subscribe

Upon receiving CQP-1 Instruction Message
          Associate the subscribed query with the received Group Address and Coverage 

Region;

Upon receiving CQP-2 Instruction Message
          Obtain the Group Address GAi, attached in the message;      
          Retrieve sensor data from cluster head chj from Cluster Cj;

Multicast the sensor data using the group address GAi;

Upon receiving CQP-1 Data-Share Message
          Extract from the received data the specific information that is important to its 

own query;

Upon receiving CQP-2 Data-Share Message
          Extract from the received data the specific information that is important to its 

own query;

Upon Query Expiration
          Conduct a Query Injection;

Upon receiving Query Injection Response
          Extract from the received data D the specific information that is important to its 

own query;
Multicast the received data D using the group address GAi;          

          //  GAi is the group address received in CQP-1 Instruction Message

 

Figure 7. Mobile device protocol 

6   Simulation Analysis 
We implemented our group-based coordination 

protocol under the dotNet Compact Framework. The 
monitored environment was set to 5000 units width and 
5000 units length with 25000 sensor nodes deployed 
evenly. We divided the sensors into 25 clusters according 
to their locations. To simplify the simulation, we assume 
the clusters’ coverage regions are same-size squares. 
2000 mobile devices were deployed randomly in this 
environment with speed set to a random number between 
1 and 100 units while leaving the motion direction 
randomly chosen from east, west, south and north every 
simulated time unit. Since the primary focus of this work 
is on mobile object coordination, we employed a 

simplified sensor communication MAC layer protocol, in 
which sensors have a 5% packet loss rate when 
communication is within a unit disk communication range. 
A more complex collision-decay MAC model that takes 
into consideration MAC layer packet collisions and 
transmission signal decay was studied in previous work 
that focused specifically on mobile object and sensor 
interactions [14]. 

Queries were generated with the system clock at a 
specified query generation rate (QGR), which defines 
how many new queries are generated by the system per 
simulated time unit. For each issued query, the source 
mobile device and target region are both randomly 
selected. To place focus on the coordination mechanism, 
we defined each query to cover properly one cluster in the 
environment. Each instance of a simulation run used 480 
simulated time units (t = 480), and the results were 
averaged over 50 simulations and studied below. 

As discussed, one primary objective of this 
architecture is to reduce the mobile/sensor interactions 
and to shift as much communication burden as possible 
into the mobile network layer and its associated 
supporting infrastructure. To measure our design’s 
efficiency, the previously discussed concept named query 
injection (QI) is used.  

In Figure 8, we can see that using the NQP approach, 
the percentage of QI stays at 100%. This is because NQP 
considers no cooperation at all, so that to process each 
query, a QI is needed. However, as cooperation behaviors 
are introduced, the percentage drops quite a lot. With 
CQP-1 enabled, less than 20% of queries rely on a QI and 
when both CQP-1 and CQP-2 are enabled, the same 
measure is reduced to 5%. It shows clearly the power of 
employing proper cooperation behaviors. All simulations 
in Figure 8 were conducted under an ERL of 10 and a 
QGR of 10. 

 
Figure 8. % of Query Injections under 3 approaches    

In Figure 9, we fixed the expected response limit, 
ERL, at 10 to study the impact of query generation rate 
(QGR) when both CQP-1 and CQP-2 are enabled. 
Surprisingly, we found that when the workload increases, 
the percentage of query injection decreases. This is 
because, as query generation rate increases, the number of 
members in each group increases. Consequently, the 
likelihood that members of this group obtain a query-
response increases, since there are now more peers 
looking to achieve this common interest. Once any 
mobile device receives the common interest data, all 
peers in the group also receive that data. So, the enhanced 



  

cooperative behavior offsets the increase in query 
generation rate. Another vital contributing factor to the 
observed system performance is the CQP-2. As we 
increase the query generation rate, there are more 
opportunities for CQP-2 cooperation. The combination of 
CQP-1 and CQP-2 reduces the impact of an increasing 
workload.  

 
Figure 9. % of QI vs QGR with CQP-2 coordination    

The other simulation is based on four different 
expected response limit (ERL) rates to evaluate the sensor 
energy consumption of our approach when the system 
receives queries with different ERL values. Results are 
plotted in Figure 10 with the QGR set to 10. As expected, 
a longer ERL can produce a lower query injection 
percentage, since the increase in ERL gives the queries 
more time to use our coordination mechanism rather than 
require query injection. We noticed that the worst 
percentage is 16.8% when we set ERL to 5. If we can 
extend the ERL to 10, this statistic can be lowered to 
4.87%, meaning that for every 100 queries that are 
serviced, less than 5 of them require energy associated 
with sensors for the query and query-result routing. 

        
Figure 10. % of QI vs ERL with CQP-2 coordination    

The ERL sensitivity result firmly supports our idea 
of deploying our coordination mechanism in the context 
of WSN systems, many of which are delay-tolerant to 
some extent [2].  

6   Conclusion 

This paper presents coordinated query processing 
mechanisms for handling mobile generated remote 
queries in mobile-sensor multi-tier heterogeneous 
networks. Three approaches were discussed: a naïve 
query processing approach, NQP, and two coordinated 
query processing mechanisms, CQP-1 and CQP-2. 

Simulation analysis indicates the potential for significant 
energy savings with the proposed techniques.  

Two topics for future research are “stream” query 
processing; and query result caching. To process and 
provide service for queries that require continuous data 
stream retrieval, one solution is to cut a “stream” query 
into several “one-shot” queries according to a specified 
sampling rate and process each such resulting query. To 
further optimize the coordination system, a mobile object 
can cache query results received. Subsequent queries can 
then use (“recently”) cached results. In this sense, the 
mobile objects form a distributed knowledge storage 
structure about the sensor field. 
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